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1. I arrived at the JAL office of Haneds atoapproximately 1300 hours
29 May and checked in at the ticket office. POCAPON and his secretary arrived
e. few minutes later and while NAKANO was checking in at the counter POWON
was escorted up to the second floor of the terminal where he was shown into

NAKANO came to where I was sitting and said that he anda private waiting room.
POCAPON would board the plane ahead of everybody else and that I should take my
time as they would have a seat saved for me. We boarded the plane at 1125.
NAKANO had the seat next to POCAPON saved for me. on My right side was Prince
TAXAMATSU who was travelling with two other Imperial Household agency officials.
After take#off NAKANO came to our seats and said that in order to prevent any
unneceasary qui:stinns as to my identity that the four Tokyo newspaper reporter,
(who were occupying, seats at the rear of the plane) would be told that I was
a very good friend, of POCAPON's sons SHIJURO who is currently studying at
the FLETCHER School. POCAPON said that would be a better way of shaking off
the reportersthan the original story of being distantly related to one of
POCIPON's secretaries. FOCAPON said that NAKANO should not go out of his way
to tell the reporters anything but only give out the story if they pressed for
some explenation of my presence. Mr. Fdkui Junichi a member of the Diet who
was travelling with the PCCAPON party asked NAIANO in passing who I was: the
story related above was used. Evidently he relayed that on to the newspaper
reporters since they did not pay any further attention to me during the entire
period of the trip.

2. After a few minutes in the air the usual routine of candy, gum, tea,
sandwiches etc etc began. 0,,r seats were located Just to the rear of the engines
at the most stable portion of the plane as well as the noisiest part so it was
difficult to carry on a sustained conversation. PCCAPON had with him a copy of
"Ambassador's Report" by Chester Bowles which he read from time to timeduring
the trip. As interest ing paragraphs came up he would stop and discuss them with
me. I had purchased a copy of Time at the airport and asked if he wanted to
glance through it. We exchanged books. ReCAPON's book was a Hongkong printed
book and it had in the Plypage the inscription "To Taketora with compliments—
Sung"

3. When he came to the picture of Gen. G. Marshall which described his
short appearance at the funeral of Gen. Summeral PCCAPON commented that the
biggest mistake that Gen. Marshall had made during his entire lifetime, in POCAPON's
estimation was his acceptance of the China poet. He said that Gen. Marshall was
too honest and too sincere a person to be picked at and tort apart by the
Chinese. He said that in order to deal with the Chinese, be it a Communist or
a Nationalist, one had to always discount more than 50% as being purely
bargaining (TN; POCAPCN used the term INAKEhiKI). I commented on the fact that

when one got to be as important a figure as POCAPON hs would naturally have
to do a lot of bargaining and ir the process most likely would create a number
of enemies. I asked if FOCAPCH could recall having made any enemies during the
days of the occupation. POCAPCN said that he could definitely recall three
such enemies who might to this day still be holding a grudge against him. His
story was related in quite some detail. The first of these POCAPON said was made
early in the occupation. At the time of the Japanese surrender POCAPON was the
Chief Cabinet Sucretary and in this capacity had to negotiate a number of things
with the occupation officials. A few days after the MacArthur headquarters began
funotioning POCAPC:i said that be was ordered to report to Yokohama for discussions
On newspaper censorship. At this conference which was attended by a number of
high level officials of what was to become the SCAP Civil Censorship Division
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POOA-ICN said he was asked to comment on the topic of censorship. POCAPCN said
that be told the assembled group that he was a newapsper man of some experience
end could speak from a fairly authoritative standpaint. He said that he told
Mr. Hoover who was the most high ranking of the group that FOCAPON felt that
censorship was an absolute necessity during wartime and that it was a military
neoessita as well. Uowever, after the war was over, after Japan had indicated
acceptance of unconditional surrender there was no further naed for any strict
censorship. Pooapon said that he advised Mr. Hoover that a censorship program
by the occupation forces would merely antagonise the Japanese people and would
not stop any clandestine writings by those who had any ill feelings towards the
United States. FOCAPON said that be could see Mr. HOOVER's face get red and
he appeared to ready to bang on the table with his fists. The subject however
was not pursued any further but the discussion went on to the subject of
diasemiration of public information and propeganda favorable to the Occupation
Forces. POCAPON said that at this time he advised the assembled group that
he felt Watt the best method would be to divide the couatry's news media into
various categories such as Class A, B, C, newspapers, Periodicals directed at
the masses, Periodicals direetad at Specific groups, prafessional literature,
etc. and then by selecting the dissemination material and doling them out to
the mddia that had the greatest influence on any particular group. POCAPON
said that he explained that readers in Japan could best be reached by directing
one's efforts to specific targets rather then to the whole nation. Mr. HOOVER
again opposed this end said that he felt the hest way was saturstinn and that
the Public information Office in conjuaction with the Civil Censorship Division
would control all the newspapers end release ell articles to all media simulta-
neously. POGAFON said that lilre a faol be continued to augur for his point
until Mr. HOOVER abruptly called an end to the meetina and walked out. The
last words POCAPON remaAbars hearing Wang uttered by Mr. Hoover were:
get him"

4. The second major enemy that POCAPON recalls having made during the
occupation was a Mr. SWOPE in Government Section of GHQ. POCAPON says that he
does not know why Mr. Swope in ?articular should harbor any 111 feelings towards
him. POCAPON said that after a number of very unpleasant encounters with SWOPE
he was told that He had better watch his step and not get out of line or be
would be designated as a War CrLainal end tried in a military court. Laughing,
POCAPON said 'Yu can see how scared I was because I was then already on the
list of suspected war criminals"

5. The third enema, is Russell Brines. POOAPON said that Brines had been
seventy mistreated by the Japanese Kempeitai when he was in the Phillippines'and
he appeared to be holding a grudge against all Japanese. Afterthe Occupation
began POCAPON said that he was swamped with demands by various newspapers all
desiring to get an audience with the Emperor. POCAPA said that it was his
job to see that the Emperor was disturbed as little as possible. With this
background POCAPON pointed out that only the major news servioes were allowed
to see the Emperor. Cne day while still holding the Chief Cabinet Secretaryts
position FOOAPON Auld that Ruaaell Brines walked into his office at approximately
1345 hours and asked to have an audience with the Emperor at 1400 hours, 15
minutes from then. FOGAPCN said that it would be impossible to arrange an audience
on such a short notice and furthermore Associated Press was scheduled to meet
the Emperor at that time. Brines, turning a bit flushed, said that was exactly
why he waisted to see the Emperor. POCAINON said that Brines accused him of
favoring another press service and while they were arguing Brines got a call
from his office indicating that UP had arranged a meeting for Brines to and
Prince Takamatsu. PCCAPON sal4;le d Brines somewhat but he left his
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office muttering somethiaa about getting even . FOCAPON said that he sincerely
believes that Russell Brines was one Of the key individuals in getting GO PUN
designated as a war criminal suspect. He said that it was a good thing that
a31 people are not like Brines, otherwise this world would be filled with

Ulf the population hating the other half. During Vice President Nixon l s visit
to Japan, Pocepon said that ?vines ass one of the press party. At one of the
Embassy receptions for MUM Nixon Brines was prent and leme face to face
vith POCAPON but be made only b short greetina and went on to other guests.
POCAPCN said that this gave him a felling more strongly thee ever that Brines
must have had something to do with his war oriminal suspect designation so he
asked Brines to come to his office. Beles rerused on the ;mounds that he
was tied up with other cnamitments and for the entire period of the vice presi-
dents stey in Japan he gave the same excuse. At the airport when Pompon went
to see the Vice ?resident off Brines dic. not eaten mention Poceaon t s several
invitations to meet.

6. A spokesman for the four newspaper reporters on the same plane
handed POCAPON a pad of scsatch paper and asked his to write a few comments on
the current situation. POCAPON accepted the paper and pencil and continued to
talk with me instead. We turned to the subject of politics and discussed the
budget situation. POCAFON said that he had given ISNII, Mitsujiro the secretary
general of the Liberal Party instructions to carry the bail and was leaving it
up to him to pave the way for the passage of the Budget. He said that he did
not feel it was a matter that he should get himself involved with so be was
letting the matter be worked out at the working level as a strictly administra-
time matter. He added that the discuaeinne that were going on at present in
Tokyo should be concluded by 31 May insofar PS the temporary budget for the nonth
of JUDO was concerned. H4 said that the talks or the overall regular budget
should be concluded suocessfully by mid june at the latest. With respect to
the Jap. Soviet negotiations which will begin in London FOCi.PON said that
he was sure that Japan would be trapped into makiag a lot of commitments because
the Soviets Qould probably begin the conferences by making a lot of goodwill
gesbtrea such as allowing the return of the Fabomai and Shikotan islands.
Eky doing this the Satiate aoald gain two things acoadding to POCAPOH, 1, The
bait will act as a numbira influarce on the nrive nature of the curaeat Prime
Moister and the Chief Negotiator and 2, win eat Ja;nnesa public opinion in
1,,ok of the Soviets. (Th- Oammua:ste will be able to sey Well look here, the

.alets are really a bunch of good peol).e who only want peace, on the other
;land the GS sti l l holds on to •eaenese soil in the Okinaves and the Ogasauara
Islands.) POCAPON seys that as far bs he is concerned, he has taken the aloof
attitude towards the Democratic party's overtures to discuss m this matter cl
on a supra party basis because hedoes not want to be associated as having been
a party to the Lig blunder of japan. PDCAPON said that the big mistake of
HATOYAMA is in the fact that they do tot have any set line of lolley or outer
perimeter of limitations in their negotiations. He sali that the Democrats
would probably keep searching all avenues offered to them in the hopes of
finding something but not knowin g whet they are lonk'na for. This, in ?.capon's
mind,is 4 serious Mammals miscalculation because it aould give the Soviets
ample opaortunity to play the ncaotietions into a propaganda iid Psywar
program against the Japanese.

7. POCAPQN said that we would be arriving in Itazuke saon SO he had
better write something for the reporters. The aubects he touched on were
7.adget, the Jaaanese Soviet aegotimtions. The Asahi Shimbun of 30 May carried
ta text of whet he wrote in full, however, instead of saying that the newspaper
rtiaprters got the text in writingaiNa(Written up as an interview during
flaaht.	 aaaatilt.V..4
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8. We arrived in Itazuke at 1505. On the :O.rett_C which is restricte4
Lo genercl traffic um.s. the JAL bus , Tri a 1953 Buie7 le 'urnster. Thsfessoneers
ware asked to ride on the bus to the zete— POOPON, Nwcano and myself got on the
huick !OKI were transported to the dante p3ace. Outing c friend of his L'L
TAturally took •recedence over the otaer dint aeabeas travellina with POOA707: — !le)
At the gate there was a •rest delegatien to meet POCAFOR including about 10 or
12 press photo arephers.	 si.ort interview wos aeld inslie and then with me still
iv the Buick we departed for the Sal-Ave ayokan ic Fukuoka. The Buick turned
out to be the property of a Kr. OKUMUR; armsident of the Okumura Sangyo K.K. the
driver said that it was at the disposal of POCAPON for the entire period he was
to be in Fukuoka. At the Sakaeya ayokar another delegation of politicians friends
etc. NATANO and I ware shown to adjaining rooms on the arouad floor while POCAPON
went on upstairs to the secaud floor. NAKPIl l introduced me to ARAMIEI and FUKUI,
Junichl bothfof whom were Diet members who had cone with mupoti. While engaged
in general conversation NAKANO proaaced a ta:ed aaper and gave it to me indicating
that it was POCAPON I S schedule whil in Fukuoka. A presa interview was liated
for that evening at 2030 hours. Nakano saad that it was put there in that
manner to make it look good — it was really a Geisha party for the newsiaper
reporters no had coae with POCAPON. Naaano said that these "little" things
had to be done rieht or the reporters would write with en unpleasant slant on
any things they noticed while on the trip. I wave Nakano two bottles of scotch
and two cattone of cigarettes and asked Ma to use them at the "press interview"
as this would probebly further enhance FOCAPCii's position. It did— FooL7cr
thanked ne for the assist next morning.

9. On 30 may FOCaPON started off immediately after breakfast, which
he and I had together and got as far as the front entrance. A croup of well
wisheee, uetitIoners, and handehekers were waltina in line. There were roughly
25 or 30 people waiting 30 POCaPaN returned as far as NAKANO's room where he
met with a number of them — each for about 4 or 5 minutes. The lesser of the
waiting group only got to see LAKANO or FUKUI. After POCAPON got off to his
business, Mr. FUKUI Caine to my room and said that the newspaper reporters had
asked FOCAPON during the previous evenirg's party to he shown around some sights
so POCAPON had arranged to have FUKUI escort than as a group to the FUTSDIAICHI
Hot Springs about 30 minutes out of town and after spending the night there they
would be escorted around to the DAZAIFU shrine. FS= sell that POCAPON had
indicated that if I did not mind being with the reportere that I was welcome to
go. Since I do not know POCAPON's son even if I were to come face to face with
him, I felt that if the reporters should teke a notion to press me for details
of my acquaintance with him I would be stuck, so I declined the invitation but
gave FUKU1 a bottle of scotch and cigarretes and asked him to use them in the
"Sake" binge which would most likely take place that evening.

10. On the morning of the 31st we were awakined at 0600 hours and informed
that the ryokan had been entered by a sneak thief. Losses incurred: POCAPON about
V15,000 from his wallet. (Coat was hanging on hook end wallet was in the breast
pocket) nyeelf, about 42.00 im MPG from my wellitaand about 5,000 yen from another
breast pocket wallet. (20,0a0 folded and in my pants pocket had not been toudbed.)
P33aPON came into m7 mom at 0800 and apoligised saying he hoped that my losses
aert Lot big (1 told him that fortunately nothin g had bean taken from my room)
because that would only leave a bad memore of Fukuoka. I assured him that I had
none but the best of memories to take back with me. FOCAPON said that two
conferences had devaloped after his arrival in Fukuoks end he anaad be out
all morning, he seid also that he wanted to go and visit his alder brother who
was ill before going out to the airport. We arranged to meet at ltsaace rnd

CFLaiarted.



;At lc J	 itt V-2 .*	 o!.',ace	 "rd fond
Rirlody	 waitiv,d; roo pi. 4 ii.tro6uctf.7 • tf to	 '-ro l s wife who ;1.-2 hel.n
F .Jkuoica visiLivz:	 4oV...tr	 6rother iv 1;w1fu. Ens. Nekeno in turn intro-
duced me to her brother who is the chief priest of the Dasaifu Shrine and also
the senile, priest of all shrines in Fukuoka. By appearance I guessed his age
to be not over 36 or 37. Again a short news intervie4 and then POCAPON was
whisked away in his car to the p lane while its rest of the passengers went
by bus. When I boarded the plane Nakano pointed to the seat beside POOAPON
aqd indicated that it was being held for me. For the first half hour or so of the
return trip POMPON sat engrossed in the "Ambassador's Report"

12. POCApON began conversing by mentioning that Loa Angeles must certainly
be a modern and progressive city now. He recalled only vaguely some of the
major land marks since he sad& he had only stayed there for three days sweats
to New York, Washington, etc. 	 POCAPON said that while in Los Angeles he had
stayed at the Miyako Hotel (I am acquainted with the manager) and was escorted
around southern california by his old grammar scholl teacher who was then resiAing

in Los Angeles. PDCAPON said that the teacher himself had long since passed way-
but that his sons were still there. I inquired as *his to whom they might be and
got a rather pleasant shook. POCAPOR's school teacher who emigrated to the US
many years ago was named HORI, Niro. Mr. HORI had several sons two of when were
named Tatsuo and Minoru. Both# Tetsuo and Minoru were friends of our family
ever since I can resenber and as I grew . up I was very kindly treated by these
two gentlemen who by then had become leading business figures in Los Angeles.
Tatsuo l e son Haruo and I vent to high school together while Minoru was my boss
during Relocation Camp days in Manaanar Calif. POCAPON was very pleasantly
surprised to know of xy acquaintance with the Hori l s and his attitude and manner
became ever more friendly. This opened the avenue ibr raudng a lot of other
personaliities of non operational nature. I turned to political figures in
Japan today and got a reading on POROW. Since we had been in Kyushu in what is
traditionally the seat of consertatiam in present day Japanese Politics and at the
some time the home of FOROW's grandfather of the SATSORA. Rebellion fame I mentioned
that it must be a great advent age to have such a great man an POROW remain in the
Liberal Party and work in the tradition of his grandfather. POCAFON saidssdon't
let the grandfathers reputation blind you, Conweck, POROW is not a great man. Neither
is he a very capable po/iticial or a valuable member of the Liberal Party. In
Fact it reqlly doesent make much difference if he's around or not. As far as his
Grandfather is concerned well that's another story, however, I doubt if POROW
really knows how great his grand'ather Shift was." POCAPONt s opinion of Japanese
politicians was not very high. He said that so few of than really thought about
country first; most were concerned with getting assured votes for the next election
the moment they took office.

13.
Pooapon said that this feeling of insecurity ran the whole length

and breadth of everyone includbg Hatoyama. This gave me the opportunity to ask
if Hatoyama would try to use the coming Soviet negotiations as a means of getting
more public opinion behind him. Pocapon said that that is totaCtly what Hateyema
had in mind, however, the tragic pert of the *hole affair was in the fact that
the Hatoyama cabinet as a whole looked upon the Russians as really goodhearted

people who were misunderstood by the world. He said that Hatoyama was personally
too complacent in his thinking towards the Soviets. I asked if anything along these
lines had been discussed in their recent meeting, other than those already reported
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in the newspapers. POCAPON said that general/oral:making the papers carried
a good report of what went on at the meeting insofar as they were permitted
to attend, however, POCABON said that %he did have a few minutes of vary
private conversation with HATOYAMA. HiTOTAMA had enjoined POCOCK not to
reveal the °entente of this portion of the misting to anyone and PCCAPCN asked
me not to tell anyone either. The contents were as follows. POCAPON a/legen
that be questioned HASCIAMi as to the advisabilitic of and or desirability of
conducting negotiations with the Soviets in June. POMPON said that he strong/1r
differed in viewpoint with &TOYAMA Of as to the facility with which these
peace negotiations could be carried out. POCAPCN said that he told HATOTAKA
that he felt JAPAN stood to lose much more than she could gain in the nego-
tiations. HATOTAM, in rebuttal to these remarks, is alleged to have told
POCAPCff that the HATOYANd cabinet was in tough with certain high level sources
on the American Side whose names be could not mention to POCAPON who were
aware of the moves and alms of the &TOYAMA cabinet with respect to the
Japanese-Got negotiations. HATOYAHA is then alleged to have contined by-
saying that in order to be successful in these negotiations it was necessar*
that the conservatives put up a unified platform with respect to foreign
policy. YOCUM then tamed to the subject of strip to the US this year if
he could get away.

/4. MUM said that in order to be better informed as to the actual
progress and change wrought in the America that he knew during his ASAHI
newspaper days and now he wanted very much to go to the U.S. soon. He said
that without first hand knowledge of the U.S. it was impossible to really
get darn to serious talking. POCOCK said he thought that if things went
weil he might like to go in the fall and travel around a bit rather than stay
inliashington for the entire time he had to stay there. He !dad that without
the ground floor vision it was hard to make ax y accurate estimation of the
general situation. To illustrate this point he said that during the days he
was Chief Cabinet secretary and deputy prime minister under YOSHIDA he was
more directly aware of what was going on than he is now as head of the Liberal
Party. He said that the higher one got the less details he was able to get
out of his subordinates. He deplored the Japanese feeling of trying to keep
the petty things from coming to the attention of the higher authorities.
He said that it was refreshing to be able to talk with someone such as
muse/f because I did not color my statements. I told him that this was only
because I did not really know how to act or talk in the presence of important
people and I was really probably too blunt and not subordinate enough. POCARN
said not to be worried about canners since thd meat was the important t.hing,

15. Nakano who was sitting in the aisle seat next to me had dosed off
to sleep. Glancing over wry chest POCAPON suggested that if I had film in
my camera I ought to take a picture. If it turned out well he asked to have an
enlarged copy which he said he would send to Nakano 's wife indicating to her as a joke
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this was an exmmple , of how strenuously Nakano marked. I took the picture awl
.got sumo of p0cAPON. After Nakano awoke I told him what I had done. By this
time POCAPONhad gone to sleep OD at NIXANOI s urgingI took a picture of POCAPON
dosing in his ohair (probably the only piotrre of its kind)

16. Assisted by a strong tail mind we arrived at Haneda at 1630 hours
111 May • A group of about 20 people had cone to the airport to see MUM?.

' After a brief exchange of farewells POCAPON got into his vehicle and departed.
I reclaimed my bags and proceeded on to my quarters.
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